It has been proposed to eliminate the x-y correlation ambiguities introduced by multiple tracks in a wire chamber by using the chamber itself as a memory.
Introduction
Conventional wire chamber readout techniques are plagued by x-y correlation ambiguities when two or more particles are detected simultaneously. In fact, to completely resolve all such ambiguities for n particles requires the reading out of n + 1 separate coordinates. Clearly, resolution of the ambiguities involved in an event of multiplicity, say 50, by this method would be prohibitively expensive. Likewise, a "spot counter", in which each (x,y) pair is separately latched is an inelegant, expensive, brute-force solution to the problem. Various schemes have been proposed in the past 12 in which the ambiguities are resolved by employing the detector itself as a correlated event memory. We have attempted to realize these types of schemes by constructing several prototype detectors in which a sensitive ignition section is followed by a glow discharge gap which acts as a memory.
-NV IGNITION SECTION ., 6GW DISCNARGE CAP Figure 1 The passage of charged particles through our apparatus is used to ignite a glow discharge at the points of passage. Ignition may be achieved through the use of conventional pulsed spark chamber techniques or through the use of some less cataclysmic method. The resulting glow discharges may be maintained by a DC potential of several hundred volts for an indefinite length of time. Each wire of one coordinate, say x, which registers a hit, is successively interrogated by the superposition of a voltage pulse over the DC holding voltage. The wires of the y-coordinate are then examined for the transmission of the pulse through the conductive glows. In this way the (x,y) position of each hit is read out in an unambiguous way. To avoid the traditional problems associated with spark chambers, namely poor time resolution, long dead times, and high radio frequency noise levels, we have concentrated our efforts on attempting to ignite glows via the production and multiplication of electron-ion pairs in an avalanche less cataclysmic than a spark discharge. In our prototype this is achieved by a mjltistep avalanche chamber using pulsed high voltage. The glow memory gap consists of the above mentioned wire electrode separated by 0.8mm from a thin printed circuit board which carries the glow maintenance voltage. The circuit board is etched in a pattern of small copper pads forming a grid with 5mm spacing. The pads are connected via plated through holes to the backside of the board. There they are connected by individual screened-on resistors (-lOOk Q) to bus strips which form one of the sets of coordinate "wires" which are read out. The screened-on resistors limit the glow currents and by isolating each pad prevent "robbing" when multiple tracks traverse the chamber. The lmm spaced wires of the wire ground electrode are bussed together in groups of five to provide for reading out of the orthogonal coordinate.
The entire system shares a common gas volume through which is circulated spark chamber neon (10% helium) -mixed with approximately 0.25% acetone. This gas mixture was chosen because of its reported favorable behavior in multistep avalanche chambers4 and the low maintenance voltage required to sustain glow discharges in neon.
0018-9499/82/0200-0425$00.75 c1982 IEEE High voltage is supplied to the avalanche chamber gaps in the form of a triggered pulse added to a DC clearing field. The clearing field serves to improve the time resolution of the device while the pulsing presents the ignition of glows by later events occuring during the several hundred microseconds of read out time when the glow maintenance voltage is on. The glow maintenance voltage is switched on by the same event trigger as the high voltage pulse and remains on until the read out has been completed.
The glow maintenance voltage is switched by a fast vertical MOSFET circuit and reaches its desired value 500 nsec. after the arrival of the trigger. The high voltage is presently pulsed by discharging a capacitor bank via a spark gap switch. The pulse is shaped to have a rise time of approximately 100 nsec. and a width of 2 p sec. A switching mechanism capable of a higher repetition rate and producing less RF noise is being developed. Performance A prototype glow memory chamber was tested using minimum ionizing f particles detected by a scintillation counter telescope. Figure 3 The spatial resolution of this prototype is determined by the physical cell geparation of 0.5 cm. Work with plasma display devices suggests that resolutions of less than a millimeter may be attainable. 
